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Project 150: High School is Tough Enough
Mathew David Salcedo
What is Project 150? My ExperienceYouth Homelessness
History
Project 150 was first created in 2011 to 
help support 150 homeless students at 
Rancho High School. Ever since then, it 
has grown to help homeless students  at 
many high schools around the Las Vegas 
valley.
Purpose
Project 150 aims to 
support homeless youth 
in order to ensure that they can stay in 
school, become successful, persevere 
through their difficult situations, and the 
live the lives that they deserve to
be able to happily live.
Paradigm
Project 150 best fits the 
project paradigm, as they 
define their problems and solutions clearly 
and carry out a plan to achieve goals. Their 
actions are also directed 
by their objective to support homeless 
youth in the surrounding community.
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Current State
“Over 4 million teenagers… experience some form of homelessness 
unaccompanied by a parent or guardian over the course of a year… 
at least 1 in 30 adolescents age 13 to 17 in America.” (Schifalacqua, 
Ghafoori, and Jacobowitz 193)
“Homeless youths show higher rates of acute infections, dental 
disease, and chronic disease compared with more stably housed 
youths.” (Cutuli et al. 316)
“Diagnoses more common among this population include depression, 
anxiety, and/or posttraumatic stress disorder.” (Perlman et al. 363)
Ideal State
Were this social issue one day solved, the homeless teenagers today 
would have a place to call home, enough food to eat, and clothes to 
wear. They would be safer from physical and mental disease. Finally, 
they would be able to continue their education, graduate, and have 
bright and fulfilling futures ahead of them.
Approaching the Issue
To help alleviate this issue, Project 150 provides students with 
necessary items like quality clothing, food, and school supplies that are 
received primarily through donation. One way I would approach this 
issue is by establishing homeless shelters specifically for youth.
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Service to Community
At Project 150, I helped organize school 
supplies, unloaded shipments of food, and 
restocked their 
Betty’s Boutique with
clothes that teenagers
can access for free. I 
also helped clean and
setup a room they use
for student workshops.
Personal Learning
Thanks to my service, I have realized just 
how fortunate am. I value my 
possessions and my privileges a lot more 
than before, as there are millions of 
teenagers that cannot afford a home, 
ample food, or decent clothing.
Difference I Made for the Site
As a volunteer, my time and effort helped 
Project 150 pursue their goal of 
supporting homeless youth. Each food, 
school, or clothing item  I handled was 
made one step closer to the hands of a 
student in dire need.
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